Abstract-Edge detection methods in the field of image processing are an important application area. Currently, image processing is being exploited in many areas. For this reason, methods used in developing more and more every day and studies which is about computer vision systems are being developed for less errors. Optimization algorithms have been used for better results in so many studies. In this paper, Artificial Bee Colony (ABC) Optimization Algorithm is used for edge detection which is about gray scale images. First, ABC algorithm is explained. Following, edge detection and edge detection with ABC algorithm are clarified. Finally, results are showed. Results show that the proposed method can be applied for edge detection operations.
II. ARTIFICIAL BEE COLONY ALGORITHM AND EDGE DETECTION

A. Artificial Bee Colony Optimization Algorithm
Examination of the processes occurring in nature with intelligent behavior has led researchers to develop new optimization methods.
Honey bees live in colonies and show many features. These features include bee foraging, bee dance, queen bee, task selection, collective decision making, nest site selection, mating, pheromone laying and navigation systems, which can be used as models for intelligent applications. Actually, a lot of researchers have been inspired to develop algorithms by the behaviors of bees [5] , [6] .
Artificial Bee Colony (Artificial Bee Colony (ABC)) algorithm developed by Karaboga and Basturk [6] , [7] is one of the most popular algorithms and modeling the behavior of foraging bees.
In ABC algorithm, an artificial bee colony consists of employed bees, onlookers and scouts.
For every food source, there is only one employed bee. So the number of employed bees is equal to the number of food sources. Employed bees number is equal to the number of onlooker bees. Scout bee case is dependent on food source conditions.
Each employed bee selects a food source randomly within the search space circumstances. These circumstances are performed according to the (1) below. After all employed bees finish their search process, they share the information about the direction and distance to food sources and the nectar amounts with onlookers in the dancing area. According to the waggle dance, each onlooker bee chooses a food source depending on the probability value associated with the food source, and searches the area within its neighborhood to generate a new candidate solution.
Each employed and onlooker bee tries to develop the quality of nectar, these employed bees select different neighbor itself by (2) below.
Edge Detection using Artificial Bee Colony Algorithm (ABC) v i is a candidate source which is randomly selected from neighbors of x i . The j is a random integer between [1, D] and k is another random integer between [1, SN] , k must be different from i value. And then, the greedy criterion is applied again just as it works in the employed bees. If a position cannot be improved after a predetermined number of cycles, the position should be abandoned; meanwhile, the corresponding employed bee becomes a scout. The abandoned position will be replaced with a new randomly generated food source [7] , [8] .
The main steps can be described as follows [9] : 1) Initialize the bee colony X = { x i | i = 1, 2, …, n}, where n denotes the population size, x i is the i'th bee. 2) According to the fitness function, calculate the fitness f i of each employed bee x i , and record the maximum nectar amount as well as the corresponding food source. ; otherwise x i is remained. 5) According to the fitness f i of x i , get the probability value P i by 3) and 4) below.
6) 6) Depending on the probability P i , onlookers choose food sources, search the neighborhood to generate candidate solutions, and calculate their fitness. 7) Use the greedy criteria to update the food sources. 8) Memorize the best food source and nectar amount achieved. 9) Check whether there are some abandoned solutions or not. If true, replace them with some new randomly-generated solutions by 1), where  is a random real number in [-1, 1], min and max stand for lower and upper bounds of possible solutions respectively. 10) Repeat steps 3)-9), until the maximum number of iterations is reached or stop conditions are satisfied. The fitness function is a key component of ABC algorithm. Besides, some control parameters, such as the number of employ bees or onlooker bees, the limit times for abandonment, the maximum number of iterations or stop conditions, must be defined. They have a direct influence on the speed and stability of convergence.
B. Edge Detection
Edges characterize the boundaries and they are obtained by sudden changes in pixel of current image. If the concept of a physical edge, fold the objects, used to define the colors of the changing places. Finding the edges of an image protects important structural features of image. Even the human visual system is based on finding edges of views.
Edge detection is one of the most important tasks of finding the image. Edges within the image are the most important information. The human visual system is based on the recognition of edges directly [10] .
Most of edge detection algorithms are based on derivate system and masking system. Gradient method uses the first order derivative and Laplacian method uses the second order derivative on target image. Sobel, Canny, Roberts and Prewitt methods are some of methods which use masking system.
In this paper, a new different method is developed by ABC optimization algorithm.
III. THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM
A method which is based on optimization algorithm is developed for edge detection problems on images. Generally, edges are found with masks, and dependence of masks can be removed by this improved method.
The first image is taken from the process of finding the edge with ABC, first (initial image) is determined. Dimensions of the image, the size of the colony and the colony size than the experiments formulated and calculated by equation (5) .
K N M  (5)
After determining the size of the colony on the image, the source is located in the employed bees. Located source number is equal to half of the total number of source (6) . At the same time employed bee number becomes equal to located source number.
By the number of the source, employed bees are randomly distributed on the image (initial image).
The coordinate data of the navigated sources, the gray level values, fitness value, failure counter, probability, the source is banned or not data are held. If a better source adjacent to the navigated source could not be found, failure counter increased. The total probability of all the resources of the current resource availability value is the ratio of fitness value. Banned resource is the source which is synchronized with the failure counter and limit value of the source. Exploration and exploitation operations continue on resources which are permitted. If navigated source is allowed source, the source's neighbors' data are held as the navigated source.
In this study, fitness function of ABC algorithm is gray level value of resources. First, fitness functions are computed and then probability values are computed based on fitness values. Navigated source's probability and one of its where K is the total number of sources, N rows of the image, M is the number of columns [11] .
neighbor's which is selected randomly, probability are compared. Thus, randomly navigated resource has been improved. If the neighbor's probability is higher than located resource's probability, failure value increased 1 and they are checked for is equal or not. If these values are equal, the located source becomes banned and scout bee number is increased. Afterwards bees don't locate on these banned sources. In this study, we set limit value as 5.
There are three different cases about comparing probabilities (Table I) . First, if located source's probability is less than probability boundary value, located source's failure counter increased. Second, if located source's probability is higher than probability boundary value, still a neighbor pixel is selected randomly in center pixel's neighborhood. If neighbor's probability is less than probability boundary value or located source's probability value, located source's failure counter increased. Third, if located source's probability is higher than probability boundary value, a neighbor pixel is selected randomly in center pixel's neighborhood. If neighbor's probability is higher than probability boundary value and located source's probability value, located source is abandoned and neighbor pixel becomes new resource and abandoned source's failure counter value resets.
After all computes, located sources are determined and then we can analyze these sources (pixels) for belonging to any edge line. For this reason pixels are examined for directional aspects (left, right, top, bottom and diagonally). If the calculated gray level difference is higher than the specified value what its mean is boundary value for thresholding, the located source is determined as edge pixel and that pixel's coordinate on the result image are set 1. Here, the threshold for each image, depending on the standard deviation of the image gray levels. The formula is below (7).
threshold value =fix(std2(image))×1.5
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In our study, we use ABC optimization algorithm to modify edge detection. For this reason improved method was used on five gray scale images. Each image size is different from other ones. Population size was taken according to images sizes as formula (6) and the maximum number of iterations is 2500. The control parameter limit is equal to 5 because of 8-neighborhood. For all tested images we are computed boundary for threshold and probability. Test images was get from a web site [12] which is about comparison of edge detection algorithms and used by K. Bowyer [13] . In this work, the best edge image for each algorithm can be viewed. The best edge images were determined in two different ways; by finding the best parameters to use for the set of images (fixed parameters) and by adapting the parameters to each individual image (adapted parameters). We chose 5 test images the best adaptive images for our experiment.
Canny, Roberts and Sobel edge detection methods were also applied to comparing these methods' result images with ABC method's result images. Test images and their results are given below. Fig. 2 shows test images and experimental results are given in Fig. 3-Fig. 7 . We used Hamming Distance for analyzing of results. Hamming Distance (HD) measures the bits which are the same between two images. This method makes comparison of bits in the input images and then it decides that these images are the same or not.
In this method, output value varies between 0-1. If this value converges to 0, similarity percentage increases. So if same images are compared by this method, result is calculated 0. X and Y input images are compared with HD is performed with the equation (8) . N is the number of bits in the image videlicet N is size of the feature vector. XOR is logical operator. X j and Y j are the input images which are examined.
Results shows that improved method is can be used as an alternative method. Analyzing of results is given in Table II. V. CONCLUSION In this study, the overall positioning of the source ABC optimization algorithm was carried out on a random pixel in the input image.
In basic ABC, new source is determined by the formula, but in the study 8-neighboring pixels of the first destination resource identified new resources. Gray level values are used as the knowledge of nectar.
Colony sizes vary depends on the pictures size, maximum number of cycles is 2500 and the limit value is set as 5. Threshold value, depending on the standard deviation of each image was determined by a formula. Images of our study results, the methods used extensively and known that Sobel, Canny, Roberts edge detection methods are compared with the results. Results showed that improved method can be used as an alternative. Also these edge detection operators require a pre-defined mask for edge detection process. Besides while using these masks, corner pixels and pixels of frame around the image are often either ignored or taken as zero. Without this kind of loss of information, the edge information extraction was carried out with the ABC algorithm and the dependence on the mask has been removed.
